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This paper explores the history of two Danubian islands during the nineteenth century and
examines the crucial role they played in the region’s political affairs during the nineteenth
century. They revealed to be to be players of an importance equal to that of political and
diplomatic actors. In an attempt to understand the way in which nonhuman entities have
agency in human affairs, we show that the emergence of two new nation-states, Bulgaria and
Romania, created the necessity of establishing firm borders along the thalweg of the Danube,
thus turning the river and its islands into powerful actors. The hydrodynamics of the Danube
and the changeable architecture of its islands – sometimes with the assistance of man-made
artefacts such as shipwrecks – significantly influenced the two nation-states’ diplomatic and
military actions. Based on rich historical evidence we document the mutual entanglements of
the Danube’s hydrological processes and diplomatic and political developments.

On February 21st 1900 a small Bulgarian military troop tried to re-take their outpost on Eshekada Island, on the River Danube that they had left in a hurry a few months earlier. They were
chased away by severe floods, which that year almost submerged the island. The troop
movement was met with gunfire from Romanian soldiers located on Eshek-ada’s twin island,
called Bujorescu. These two Danube islands, which mirrored each other – two of many
scattered along the river – belonged to Bulgaria (Eshek-ada) and Romania (Bujorescu). This
incident was one of a long series involving the border guards of the two countries between
1896 and 1902. The conflicts between the border guards that had almost brought the two
countries to the brink of war were accompanied by diplomatic disputes and letters of protest
issued at the highest level.2 This incident was triggered by a territorial dispute over the two
islands but more was at stake: namely the thalweg of the Danube, the imaginary line drawn
along the river’s bed that corresponded to the deepest level of the water, which serves as a
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navigational path. The thalweg also served as a border between the two young nation-states.3
The Danubian islands and the navigation path were considered essential elements of the state
-building process that was taking place at the end of the nineteenth century. The islands were
not simply mounds of land in the middle of the river but potential national territories with rich
natural resources – wood and pastures of high quality – as well as strategic outposts from
which to supervise navigation along the Danube.
One could say that the sole actors in this dispute were the two states and their armies;
but one would be wrong. The Danube with its dynamics, rhythms and whims was another
strategic actor – one that in fact triggered political border disputes between the two states.
River islands are of a ‘nomadic nature’ as Lahri-Dutt and Samanta put it; they tend to appear
and disappear, to move upstream and downstream according to the hydrological laws of the
river.4 Like any other large river in the world, the Danube carries not only water but silt and
debris as well, brought down from the mountains by its approximately 300 tributaries. The
Danube thus produced a great number of bars and islands along its flow. For instance, in the
tortuous Austrian stretch of the River Danube there were 2000 islands covered in vegetation
before the construction of the large hydropower plants in the twentieth century.5 Scattered
along the river these islands were not only navigational obstacles but also mutable areas of
national territory that provoked political tensions.
This essay tells the story of two islands located in the Lower Danube. Their story
allows us to reflect on a common theme in environmental history: the agency of nature in a
particular time and space. We show the process through which the Danube with its
hydrological dynamics became a historical actor that provoked military actions, shifted
political borders and was the source of intense diplomatic debates between Romania and
Bulgaria at the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth. As newly
established nation-states, Romania and Bulgaria tried to establish and secure the border
between them, which before their emergence as independent states on the political map of
Europe was historically a fluid frontier freely crossed by the riparian populations. In
recounting the story of the two islands we look at their erratic movement on the river and the
politico-diplomatic consequences its movement triggered. We show that natural elements are
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not static – they have agency – but we also show that this is a process that is brought about by
particular historical circumstances. The river became an actor when the border between the
two modern states was constituted in a technical, economic and geopolitical sense.
Besides contributing to a theoretical debate in which the agency of rivers is highly
disputed, denied or at least minimized, we intend to contribute to an area of scholarship that is
still relatively unexplored: the environmental history of Southeast Europe. As John McNill
pointed out more than a decade ago, the environmental history of Southeast Europe is yet to
be discovered.6
Nature’s agency
Throughout modern history rivers have been employed as important political tools in the
process of state building. This observation, made by Mark Cioc, refers specifically to the way
in which the Rhine was engineered hydraulically by different nation-states in the nineteenth
century.7 Other rivers were also engineered, their beds dredged, their banks reinforced and
their flow controlled by large hydraulic works.8 Despite the deep disruptions all rivers of the
world have been subjected to in the modern period, they still retain their ‘natural’ qualities;
they constantly adjust and compensate for events that affect them over time, as Richard White
has shown brilliantly in the case of the Columbia River.9 Rivers move and build new beds,
run, shrink and transform over time. They impose rules of existence on humans living on their
banks. River movements – floods or their absence – created wealth or brought famine and
death for riparian people as Alan Mikhail has shown in the case of Ottoman Egypt.10 The
Danube and its hydrological dynamics also influenced the riparian population’s everyday life
for centuries, shaped the local economy and was part of regional politics. The riparian
population, knowing the Danube’s pulse – its yearly floods, their duration and intensity –
6
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cultivated cereals on natural land mounds after the waters had receded. They responded to the
Danube’s activity by adapting their agricultural practices to the river’s movements. This
means that the Danube was an active agent with an autonomous role in history, not just a
backdrop for human actors.11 In other words, the river acted according to its natural laws and
imposed its own rules on humans.
Non-human agency over humans has become the core of a heated theoretical debate in
social sciences in recent decades. This debate polarises two almost irreconcilable sides. One
side – the advocates of what has been termed ‘posthumanism’– does not discriminate between
human and nonhuman actors when explaining social processes. Exploring the relationships
between humans and nonhumans, Bruno Latour calls for equality when examining the
influence of one type of actor over another. This does not mean that humans are denied
agency, it simply means that nonhumans are promoted from being simply inanimate or ‘mere
nature’, to active agents able to influence humans in different ways.12
The opponents of this theoretical approach strongly contest the idea that nonhuman
entities have the power to shape human culture or behaviour. Or at least, they argue that this
theoretical approach misinterprets ethnographic and scientific facts, ignores the true sources
of power and fails to address properly the question of social and political inequality. Chris
Gregory considers Latour ‘a theological thinker who had devoted his life to attacking
humanist thought’.13 Tim Ingold disguises his critique of this stream of theory behind a
dialogue between two arthropods, an ANT (Actor Network Theory) and a SPIDER (Skilled
Practice Involves Developmentally Embodied Responsiveness). The disagreement between
the arthropods revolves around concepts such as agency, network and actor. Obviously, the
11
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term agency seems to be the sensitive issue in question.14 For Ingold – the voice behind the
SPIDER – agency cannot be attributed to nonhuman entities that do not grow and whose
movement does not require awareness of their environment. By contrast, Knappet and
Malafuris encourage social scientists to think of agency non-anthropocentrically ‘as a situated
process in which material culture is entangled’.15 In other words, elements of material culture
may in fact construct or, at least, challenge social reality and are not simply a reflection of
human actions and intentions.16 An animal, a tree or a river are not just nonhuman entities that
are subject to human intervention; they have their own particularities and agency that are
independent of humans. The advocates of nonhuman agency have already produced a rich
literature that explores entanglements between the nonhuman and human worlds. They speak
about viruses, which disrupt economic, political and institutional arrangements, about the
culture of bees, or urge us to look into how forests think.17 Scallop larvae or trees transcend
the passive role that humans attribute to them; they refuse to obey human directives by
following their own ecology or by growing in unexpected or (for humans) undesirable
places.18 Animals were key actors in different societies as much as bureaucrats, peasants or
the prices of commodities were, and taking them out of the picture would mislead and
misguide the historical analysis, says Mikhail.19
Nonhuman agents can be – no matter how hard this is to grasp – simultaneously active
and passive. This paradox is discussed by John Law and Annemarie Mol in their analysis of
the 2001 outbreak of epizootic disease in Cumbria, when sheep were subjected to various
practices. As the potential host for foot-and-mouth virus the flock was quarantined; as
members of a flock suspected of disease, sheep were sacrificed; as an economic entity sheep
14
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carried a market price. The sheep was acted upon in different ways by different agents
involved in this story. Slaughtering animals suspected of carrying the virus was a primary
strategy for fighting foot-and-mouth disease. However, the sheep itself was an actor; for
instance, its grazing habits created a certain type of landscape. Without sheep grazing on it,
this landscape would change physically in a radical way. This transformation of land use
would affect, in turn, the romantic image of the local landscape – an important issue for many
locals and non-locals alike.20 This example illustrates at least two points. One is that the
action of an actor should not be considered in isolation but in relation to other actors. This
means that the ability of an actor to act depends pretty much on the network in which she/he/it
is embedded.21 The second point is that action is different from control.22 This is a vital point
since the concept of nonhuman agency has been harshly criticized by those social scientists
who disagree with the idea of crediting nonhuman entities with the power of action. As
Callon and Law show, Western civilization considers that only those actors who are able to
demonstrate intentionality and are able to use language can be invested with the power of
agency.23 However as anthropologists show, animals, forests, fish or even viruses have
agency and act by virtue of their biological habits. In the process, they influence, change or at
least interact intimately with humans.24 This interaction is not unidirectional and engages
humans and nonhumans alike. 25
If we agree that animals, plants or even objects can exert agency over humans, rivers
should be credited even more with this kind of action. Not only do rivers have a biography
and a political life, as environmental historians have pointed out, but a river’s pulse has
determined the emergence of civilizations, ancient as well as modern.26 It is difficult to
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separate the history of humans from the history of rivers – so difficult that at certain points the
boundaries that separate these two domains become blurred. Moreover, rivers flow, they
embed energy that is derived from the sun and the moon that, together with the gravitational
force of the Earth, creates hydrological cycles.27 Rivers thus embed forces well beyond human
power and control. The physical properties of rivers and their dynamics help them to carry
objects (such as small particles of silt, wood or vegetation) and constantly change the shape of
those other elements associated with a river: its banks and islands.
If we have to take sides in the theoretical debate hinted at above, we place ourselves
among those who do not discriminate between human and nonhuman entities when explaining
historical processes. The reader will judge if the historical accounts referred to in this paper
support this position.
The choreography of two islands
This section pinpoints the way in which islands are formed in a river and then documents the
movement of two Danubian islands during the nineteenth century.
A river island is defined as an area ‘of woodland vegetation surrounded by either
water-filled channels or exposed gravel’, which exhibits a certain degree of stability and
remains above water even during floods.28 Islands are formed through the interaction between
riparian vegetation and wood debris together with waterborne sediments and a gravel bar. The
burial of wood debris in the sediments enables vegetation to grow from seeds carried by the
river.29 This process is influenced by the rivers’ speed and flow as well as the quantity of silt
and vegetation. As a result, a new island grows steadily which, in turn, influences the two
channels that flank it. The channel narrows, deepens and influences the angle of flow towards
the bank.30 This means that the bank, the islands, the river’s flow quantity and force, the
vegetation growing on the island are all part of a hydrological and morphological cycle. In the
case of rivers that are highly regulated, the quantity of both bedload and suspended sediment
continues to be transported at a much-decreased rate.
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At the end of the nineteenth century the Upper Danube was only partially regulated
and had not yet suffered the deep changes produced by the twentieth century.31 The Lower
Danube’s geomorphological and hydrological characteristics meant this section of the river
had a tendency to generate islands. For almost the entire length of the Danube on Romanian
territory, not counting the Delta – a distance of 761km - there are 194 islands.32
The hydrological processes of the Danube brought about constant changes to the
thalweg. These changes have strained political relations between the states of Southeast
Europe since the first part of the nineteenth century. Establishing a border on a river is not an
easy task or devoid of conflict. Thus, this action required a fathom of the Danubian islands
movements. In 1830 an international commission was formed, including representatives of the
Russian Empire (victor in the 1828-9 war against the Ottomans), the Ottoman Empire and
Walachia. With the support of appointed Western experts, the commission was charged with
drawing the border along the Danube between the Ottoman Empire and the Principality of
Walachia.33 After a thorough inspection of the Lower Danube islands, the commission
decided that the thalweg and ownership of the islands should be reviewed every 50 years
because ‘the Danube radically changes the shape and size of its islands (ostroave, in
Romanian). The Danube shifts its course sometimes more than 1000 stânjeni per year and
constantly makes new islands while engulfing others.’34 Knowing the movements of the
Danube and its islands, the Walachian government sent a petition to the chief of the
international commission, a retired colonel from the Russian army, requesting that the
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commission measure the islands and re-assign them to either of the two countries every 30
years rather than every 50.
The 1830 commission established that all islands situated on the left side of the
thalweg would become part of the Walachian Principality whereas those on the right side
would belong to the Ottoman Empire. The thalweg along the Danube was considered the
border between the two states.35 Thus, eighty-seven of the Lower Danubian islands remained
in Ottoman possession whereas seventy-nine became part of the principality of Walachia.
After the 1878 Berlin Congress a new ‘European technical commission’ was appointed to
establish the border along the Danube between Romania and, this time, the newly established
Bulgarian state.36 The commission included representatives of Austria-Hungary, France,
Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Russia, Turkey and the two riparian countries (Romania and
Bulgaria). This international body of experts maintained the principle of the thalweg as the
border between the two countries, which had to be inspected regularly as foreseen in 1829
through the Adrianopole Treaty; however the allocation of the islands was the measure by
which the border was effectively established. The two riparian countries were eager to
maintain their island possessions although the number of islands at this point was much
smaller than in 1830: whereas each country had owned around eighty islands in 1830, now
only forty-five were assigned to each country. This suggests that the number of islands on the
Lower Danube had almost halved in only fifty years. The Danube had already claimed its
place as a major regional geopolitical player. The river’s capacity for making new islands and
‘swallowing’ others opened the way for international political and territorial negotiations.
Recounting the microhistory of two particular islands, as we will do in the remaining
part of the section, observing their sinuous trajectories and their constantly changing
architecture will help us understand the process of their transformation into political actors.
In 1829 two small islands located next to the Bulgarian city of Shishtov mirrored each
other: one, quite large, was called the Island of Shishtov and the other, just a small mound of
35
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land, Tchengene. They were located closer to the right bank of the Danube so the 1830
commission considered them part of the Ottoman Empire. On the opposite side, situated
around four kilometres from the Ottoman shore, closer to the Walachian side, was another
small island called Deli Moustafa. Around 1840, an Ottoman kayak – a wooden transport boat
– had sunk close to the place where a few decades later a new island called Bujorescu had
formed. The shipwreck had caused a gradual change in the river’s flow towards the left bank.
The strong stream of water started to erode Shishtov Island. At the same time the channel that
separated the island from the right bank started to deepen. When the island existed, the port of
Shishtov city was basically unusable except for small boats. Once the island started to erode
and the channel to deepen the port once again became approachable by larger boats. This
situation was an economic advantage for the Ottoman Empire but had disadvantages as well.
As the flow headed towards the right bank the sands of the left bank advanced into the river –
thus enlarging the Wallachian territory. The left bank advanced so much that at a certain point
the Deli Moustafa mound of land and the left bank merged into a new piece of land projecting
into the Danube, called Bujorescu.37 Finally, in 1860 Shishtov Island disappeared completely,
washed away by the river’s waters. A small mound of sand of four to five metres bore witness
to the once large island.38 Instead, a new large island closer to the left bank of the Danube is
marked on contemporary maps as Bujorescu Island. This island grew due to the massive silt
deposits brought by the river both around and downstream from the Ottoman shipwreck. At
the same time, a new island appeared on the other side of the thalweg, closer to the Ottoman
shore: Eshek-ada. In 1878, when a new European commission reassigned the islands to
Romania and the newly emerging Bulgarian state, Eshek-ada was given to Bulgaria. The
international commission considered the new island to be a remnant of the vanished Shishtov
Island. The fact that in 1878 Eshek-ada was on the right side of the thalweg and closer to the
Bulgarian bank represents a strong argument in favour of the hypothesis that Shishtov Island
was transformed into Eshek-ada. Or, at least, one can argue that Eshek-ada formed in close
proximity to the place once occupied by Shishtov Island (see figure no. 1).
Here comes the figure no. 1: A map showing Eshek-ada and Bujorescu on
different sides of the thalweg
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In the 1880s Eshek-ada ‘crossed’ the thalweg through successive movements that
brought it closer to the Romanian shore. Since the Danube’s current was stronger towards the
Bulgarian shore the small island was pushed into the left side of the river. The Danube
continued to complicate the geopolitical arrangements along its course and in 1888 Eshek-ada
united for the first time with Bujorescu Island. The two islands merged due to the movement
of the thalweg towards the right bank while the channel between the two islands silted up.39
The union and separation of the two islands unfolded periodically after 1888. Ten years later,
the Danube’s hydrodynamics pushed Bujorescu Island very close to the Romanian bank. Only
a tiny water channel separated the island from the mainland. When the Danube’s waters were
high, the island was separated from the bank by a 150-metre channel whereas during the
summer, when the river was low, the island became part of the bank. This was not surprising
as in the summer the entire Danube channel was only 600 metres wide. In order to understand
the dynamics of island formation it is important to show that until 1888 Bujorescu was
bisected by a water channel wide and deep enough to be navigable. This channel was,
according to contemporary observers, proof that the island was formed when two smaller
islands merged (see figure no. 2).40
It seemed that the Turkish ship, wrecked around 1840, played a certain role in the
movement of the two islands as it changed the water currents and the deposition of silt.
Besides, the catastrophic floods of 1897 seemed to play a significant role in this
hydrogeological process. In that year the Danube covered the floodplain and transformed it
‘into a sea, with powerful tides, crossed by all kind of large ships which were able to navigate
into the deep interior of the country, over the plains transformed into the bed of the river’.41
The waters were so high that the Danube was considered to have reached its maximum level
in modern times. To this day, the level of the Danube is measured against this maximum.42
The flood brought so much silt, gravel and sand that it covered the channel separating the two
islands.
Here comes the figure no. 2: A map showing the two islands almost merged
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In 1898 only a narrow water channel separated Eshek-ada from Bujorescu. A map
drawn in April 1898 shows (see figure no. 3) the probable movement of the three islands –
Bujorescu, Eshek-ada and Deli Mustafa – that finally caused them to merge into one single
body of land. At the same time, the waters covered the Southwest part of Eshek-ada which
caused the island to merge with Bujorescu in August 1899.43 Nevertheless, the formation of
Bujorescu was not yet complete in 1898 as the main current of the Danube headed towards
the Bulgarian bank, causing river deposits to increase continuously downstream of the island.
Thus, the island steadily continued to grow.44
Here comes the figure no. 3: A map explaining the movement of Bujorescu, Shistov and
Eshek-ada Islands.
During the decade between 1888 and 1899 further small islands were completely
submerged by the river while several others formed.45The appearance and disappearance of
Danubian islands was quite a common phenomenon along the Lower Danube. As a report
written by the Romanian authorities states, a comparison of any Lower Danube map from
1829 with one from 1898 reveals significant change: the shape, size and location of many
islands had altered in only seventy years. The islands that had disappeared were replaced with
new ones. The report mentions that the thalweg along the Lower Danube had also changed as
some adjacent water channels – also part of the Danube – silted up while the river created new
avenues.46 Late nineteenth century observers had noticed that other wrecks scattered along the
Lower Danube created islands, or at least sandbars. For instance, a Turkish ship that had sunk
in 1878 closer to the Romanian bank created a sandbar and caused the thalweg to deviate to
the right.47 In only a few years the sandbar turned into a small island as vegetation grew at a
fast pace.
Shipwrecks causing fords that then turn into islands represent a well-known
phenomenon in scientific literature.48 A wreck or even dead wood can influence a river’s
features. The formation of fords and islands is a hydrodynamic process connected with the
movement of the river’s flow, the natural elevation of the bed, annual floods carrying
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sediment, vegetation and wood debris and the alternation of periods of drought and flood. The
sediment or organic matter deposited behind the dead wood or other object accumulates and
becomes the perfect location for vegetation to grow.49 Steadily an island will be formed. Thus,
human activity and products (such as shipwrecks or, later, used tyres), aside from the natural
fluvial processes, contribute to the formation of sandbars and fluvial islands and influence the
movement, appearance and disappearance of river islands.50 Besides human activity, credit for
the choreography of the islands should go to the Danube’s hydrodynamics. The geographers
have noted that the law of physics tend to push the Danube towards the Bulgarian shore. Like
a gigantic sledgehammer the river ‘bites’ into the bank and rips the soil away, causing
landslides. The hydrological movement also contributes to the erosion of the islands near the
Bulgarian bank and moves the thalweg towards the right side.51
The erratic movements of the islands disregard political and territorial boundaries.52
Islands move, change shape, cross national borders and trigger, as we shall see in the
following chapter, serious conflict between neighbouring countries. They do not do so
consciously, they have no agenda, nor do they intend to complicate Romanian-Bulgarian
diplomatic relations. They move around, appear and disappear by virtue of the Danube’s
hydrodynamics. Thus they are actors that cannot be disregarded when establishing a border
along a river. The movement of islands constitutes their agency; they create particular
situations and make establishing the thalweg more complex.53 This positions the islands as
historical actors. Bruno Latour describes microbes as participating agents and actors in late
nineteenth century French society; in the same way islands contribute to the history of the
border along the Lower Danube.54
Islands are at the same time passive actors. They are steadily formed by human
artefacts, such as shipwrecks or natural objects, such as fallen trees together with silt,
branches and other debris borne by the river. These objects and the hydrodynamics of the
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river act upon islands, forming and transforming them.55 In order to acknowledge the role
played by the nonhuman in human history one needs to transform the nonhuman ‘into a
coherent subject of history’.56 We reflect on this in the next section.
The Danube, its islands and geopolitical conflicts
The riparian population has been exploiting the resources of these constantly shifting lands
since the sixteenth century at least.57 Villagers traditionally released their pigs, horses and
cows onto the islands for the entire summer. Sometimes the Wallachian shepherds brought
their sheep on to the islands for the winter, exchanging one to three sheep for 100 ungulates.
Animals grazed on the islands in a state of semi-wildness. The animals’ owners were
therefore not obliged to invest labour and food to support their livestock for around five to six
months per year. Besides, the luxuriant vegetation of the islands, due to the annual floods and
the nutrient-rich silt deposited by the waters of the Danube, combined with pastures of high
quality, represented an ideal place for grazing animals. The names of some islands, such as
Islaz (‘communal pasture’ in Romanian), Eskek-ada (Donkey’s Island), Ericum (Pig’s Island)
or Goose Island, to name only a few, illustrate their main functions.58 The trees growing on
the islands had constituted an important source of timber for the riparian population for
centuries. Willow, poplar and alder were the trees regularly to be found on the islands. These
trees had a wide variety of uses: from building materials for houses and fences, poles for the
vineyards, to fence posts for lakes and backwaters and heating fuel. From their branches
baskets and wooden dishware were fashioned. These trees were economically viable as they
grew fast – they were harvested every eight to ten years.59 Small ponds and water channels
that remained after the Danube waters had receded in late May were an important source of
fish that remained trapped there.60
The islands of Eshek-ada and Bujorescu were used in a similar way; the riparian
populations from both countries exploited the islands’ timber freely and without incident.61
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Despite their hydrological ballet the two islands had not changed ownership. Until 1893,
Eshek-ada and Bujorescu were not fully merged but were still separated by a narrow water
channel. Bujorescu was at that time an island with vegetation, predominantly willow, poplar
and boxthorn. It was 5.5km long and 700m wide. The island also had a lake.62 As for Eshekada, we do not have an approximation of its dimensions but from the historical maps it looks
as though it was approximately one third of the size of Bujorescu.
Everything changed in 1893 when the Romanian government decided to lease
Bujorescu’s dense forest to two local businessmen. The island’s natural resources belonged to
the Romanian state, which often leased it to local entrepreneurs. This entitled leaseholders to
exploit grass, reeds and rushes but not forest.63 To exploit timber the two businessmen had to
enter into a different contract with the Romanian state, which gave them a special permit.
They exploited the forest of Bujorescu until December 1897 when the two complained to the
Romanian authorities that they were coming under continual pressure from Bulgarian
soldiers. The Bulgarian soldiers accused them of extending their exploitation rights to include
Eshek-ada. Faced with this accusation and impeded from collecting the fallen trees, the
businessmen requested the protection of the army.64 A military incident occurred when two
Bulgarian foresters asked Bulgarian troops to stop the illegal exploitation on Eshek-ada.65
Romanian troops intervened, the two Bulgarian foresters were arrested and the forest
exploitation continued. The Bulgarian government retaliated rapidly and sent a small, armed
troop on 15th March 1898 to prevent the Romanian entrepreneurs from collecting the fallen
timber. Three days after this incident, a clash between the Romanian border guards and
Bulgarian troops broke out. According to local media fourteen Bulgarian soldiers and several
Romanians were wounded. A Romanian garrison stationed on the banks of the Danube, in the
immediate vicinity of the islands, supplied military troops. The order from the Minister of
War was clear: Romanian soldiers had to defend the island at any cost. A commission was
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rapidly appointed by the central government to investigate the armed incident.66 National
media inflated the incident, asking for a clear and courageous response from central
government.67 In April a joint Bulgarian-Romanian commission was appointed to investigate
the incident. The conclusion of the commission was that the two entrepreneurs had not
exploited the willow woods on Eshek-ada since the trees grew in an area of the island that
tended to merge with Bujorescu and the willow wood was very young and unsuitable for
exploitation. The Romanian entrepreneurs exploited only the Western part of the island where
forests of old, thick willow trees grew.68
The local military presence was meant not only to ensure the protection of the local
entrepreneurs and their wood exploitation but also to protect the Romanian state’s new
investments on the banks of the Danube. The newly created Hydraulic Service (Serviciul
Hidraulic) planned to move the port of Zimnicea city to Bujorescu Island.69 A modern road
would be needed to link the new port with the city. The Hydraulic Service also planned to
build a railway to link the city and the island but because of the island’s tortuous relief a loop
of the railway track had to be built on Eshek-ada – in 1899 still a Bulgarian possession despite
the fact that it had almost merged with Bujorescu.70 The Hydraulic Service asks, in a memo to
the Romanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, for details concerning the ownership of Eshek-ada.
The investment – a significant one – had to be made on Romanian soil, not on disputed
territory. The Service memo notes that they are ready to clear the forest and prepare the
ground for the construction of the railway, but that both Bulgarian and Romanian troops were
impeding the work. The head of the Hydraulic Service mentioned that the conflict had already
dragged on for too long and the Service did not know how to proceed.71 Owning islands was
potentially an immense strategic advantage, enabling movement of troops and weaponry
across the Danube. Bridges could be built to link the bank with the islands and these outposts
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were a convenient place to install artillery.72 The two governments therefore repeatedly
sought a solution to the dilemma created by changes in the location and topography of the
islands.
In 1888 the Bulgarian diplomatic agent was instructed by his government to negotiate
a solution to the problem of merging islands. Regarding Eshek-ada and Bujorescu, his
Romanian counterpart reasserted that Eshek-ada was a newly formed island that did not
appear on the map drawn in 1830. However, for the two governments the economic
consideration had become secondary; what mattered most was who owned the islands. In May
1898 a joint commission was formed and tasked with finding a solution. After only four
meetings a solution seemed unattainable and the commission was dissolved.73
In the summer of 1900, the Danube dealt the final blow to political attempts to resolve
the tensions between the two countries and merged Eshek-ada completely with Bujorescu.
Due to the high level of the Danube in December 1899 both the Romanian and the Bulgarian
pickets were pulled off the islands. The Bulgarian government considered the Romanian
withdrawal to be a tacit yet compelling acknowledgement of Bulgaria’s legal rights over
Eshek-ada. Thus, in early December 1899 Bulgarian local authorities from Svishtov city were
encouraged to collect wood from Eshek-ada and sell it at auction. From the Bulgarian
government’s point of view the wood was state property. The government in Sofia decided to
establish a military garrison on the island before the Romanian border military re-occupied
their positions on Bujorescu. This was considered a ‘favourable moment’ to claim ownership
of the island once and for all.74 However, the Romanian border guards were faster and got
there first. On the morning of February 21st 1900 the Bulgarian soldiers arriving on Eshek-ada
to build new barracks were met with gunshots from Romanian soldiers.75 This is the episode
referred to at the beginning of this paper. The incident re-launched diplomatic disputes
between the two countries over ownership of the Danubian islands and where the border lay.
The Bulgarian government protested to the Great Powers and urgently requested the
intervention of The Hague’s international Court of Arbitration. While the Court reached a
decision the Bulgarian government suggested a status quo ante – that military pickets be
installed on the two islands.76 The Great Powers intervened and pushed the two states into reopening diplomatic negotiations to resolve their territorial disputes – the islands being the
72
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main source of conflict. In April 1904 a Romanian-Bulgarian commission met in Bucharest to
negotiate the establishment of the border along the Lower Danube.77 However, the two parties
presented different and contradictory data concerning the thalweg and the evolution of the
islands, mostly due to a total lack of common measurements. The Bulgarian party disliked the
idea of drawing up a map in 1904 based on the thalweg principle as this way, newly-formed
islands comprising an additional 125 hectares would be declared Romanian territory. For their
part, the Romanians considered that Bulgaria would gain from upholding the thalweg
principle, as 250 hectares would be added to their existing territory.78 The diplomatic disputes
continued until the end of 1907 when a joint commission of experts measured the thalweg
along the Lower Danube. On January 1st 1908 the convention establishing the fluvial border
between the two countries was signed in Sofia; both parties upheld the thalweg principle.
The islands of the Danube occupy the centre of politico-diplomatic attention and help
us conceptualize better the idea of territoriality, economic disputes and conflicts in modern
Southeast Europe.79 Islands and their variable architecture are part of the new territorial
relations between the nation-states. Depending on their movement, islands become allies or
enemies in a conflict over establishing national borders. Non-human agency – be it Danube
hydrodynamics or floods – is involved in the process of establishing the border between the
new nation states. As long as it was only local villagers exploiting the natural resources of the
islands, their erratic movements did not trigger politico-diplomatic attention. The political
complications along the Lower Danube – in 1718 the Danube as far as Belgrade was placed
under the control of the Habsburgs, despite the fact that it was still considered ‘a Turkish
river’ and the keen interest shown in this waterway by Great European Powers80 – did not
prevent riparian villagers from continuing to exploit the islands. Until the early nineteenth
century the prevailing Ottoman concept of a border was quite loose. Turkish vessels patrolled
the Danube on a mission to protect commercial trade against criminals rather than keeping the
Wallach population out of the southern territory.81 However, once major capitalist
exploitation of the islands’ natural resources had started, nation-states became aware of the
islands’ potential. They ceased being merely a land mass surrounded by water and became a
77
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moving national territory. Furthermore, in 1889 the Romanian government established an
agency to deal with the exploitation and regulation of the Danube and expanded the Danubian
fleet by importing five tugboats and forty-five barges from Austria. The Romanian state
maintained an assertive policy along the Lower Danube, with economic and political
consequences. Hence the attempts to improve the port of Zimnicea had a significant role in
escalating Romania’s bellicose policies towards Bulgaria. By contrast, the newly created
Bulgarian state was slower off the mark. The Bulgarian Danubian fleet was non-existent until
1879 when the Russian Empire donated four ships. The first two fleet commanders were not
Bulgarians but Russian and French; in 1880 out of 227 members of the fleet only seven were
officers and four were mechanics.82 The first Bulgarian ports on the Danube, namely Vidin,
Ruse and Svishtov, were not established until 1908-1913. At that point however the Bulgarian
government seems to have recognized the economic importance of the Danube since the
amount of money invested in the works to equip the port facilities is estimated to have been
over 2.5 million leva.83 Comparing this sum to the entire budget of the Bulgarian Ministry of
Commerce, Industry and Work for 1912, which was 5.7 million leva, it is clear that the
investment in these Danubian ports represented a fortune for the Bulgarian state.84 In this race
the Danubian islands became visible and desirable for the nation-states only when they
emerged as a territory that might be used for gaining control over one of the most important
economic avenues to and from Western Europe.85
The emergence of two nations and their fluid border
In addition to their economic role, the islands became a high stake in the process of national
territorial consolidation. Islands were divided between the Ottoman Empire and Wallachia in
the 1830 census and continually contested, claimed and appropriated in the process of
establishing the border between Bulgaria and Romania. The two nation-states share a border
of 471 km along the Lower Danube – almost the entire border between the two states86 – that
was established in July 1878 as a consequence of the drastic geopolitical changes taking place
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within the Balkan Peninsula during the nineteenth century. These geopolitical changes
reflected a shift in the balance of power from the Ottomans to their Western rivals, a process
that started in the late sixteenth century with a sharp decline in Ottoman power during the
eighteenth century.87 In previous centuries the borders of the Ottoman Empire were not
clearly defined, nor were they clearly drawn on the political maps as an undisputed line.
Borders were rather a contested space, in permanent motion due to military battles and
political negotiations.88 Despite the fact that the Danube was considered to be the northern
border of the Ottomans in Europe89 and the Danube was regarded as an ‘Ottoman river’,90 the
Wallach riparian villagers crossed the border with their animals unimpeded, paying a tax to
the Turkish authorities. People crossed the river to settle on the Ottoman side whenever the
Principality of Wallachia raised taxes. Conversely, the Bulgarian population from the
Ottoman territories fled into Walachia during the Russian-Ottoman wars.91 This situation had
changed by the summer of 1878 when the Great Powers redrew the European map and new
nation-states emerged: Romania, Serbia and Montenegro became independent states while a
small Bulgarian state was created between the Balkan Mountains and the Danube.
Of these new states Romania was the largest in terms of population and size of
national territory. Its borders secured after a secret alliance with Austria-Hungary and
Germany in October 1883, the state focussed on the modernization of its institutions and on
issuing new legislation. The political elite obsessively pursued a Western model of society,
the only model considered historically viable.92 Within this process, the ‘economic
modernization’ of the Danube and its transformation through technology was a key political
issue. It is little wonder that there was such keen interest in the Danube and its islands.
The Bulgarian state experienced more hardship during the process of modernizing its
institutions: after 500 years of Ottoman rule the new state lacked national elites and
institutional traditions. Thus, the newly emerged Bulgarian elite had to confront unresolved
national issues – and none were considered more important than the union of all Ottoman
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territories inhabited by Bulgarian ethnic minorities, with Bulgaria. All efforts were directed
into achieving this union and into acquiring full independence from the Ottoman Empire.
One-third of the annual budget of the new state was allocated to the Ministry of War, which
had to form a competitive, professional army.93 In 1885 the unification of Eastern Rumelia –
inhabited mostly by Bulgarian ethnics – with Bulgaria created a political crisis within the
Balkan Peninsula, which seemed unlikely to be resolved without going to war. It took a
decade for the new Bulgarian Prince Ferdinand of Saxe Coburg-Gotha to be officially
recognized by the European powers. Under his rule the Bulgarian state achieved important
economic and institutional changes, including the establishment of a national professional
army.94 Exploiting the tensions between Austria-Hungary and Russia, the two large empires
with powerful interests along the Danube, the Bulgarian state declared its full independence in
the autumn of 1908.
Even before the emergence of the nation-states the Danube required the presence of
border military personnel, as it was a boundary that could easily be crossed by different
nationalities. The border military proved to be of great importance, especially when
quarantine was declared.95 In 1837, for instance, in the context of an outbreak of the plague in
the southern territories of the Danube, the border military, spread in pickets along the Danube,
checked the islands every three days. Their mission was to prevent any attempts to cross the
Danube from south to north. They also maintained tight control over the daily movement of
people and goods across the river or the swamps, lakes and islands scattered along the river’s
banks, whose luxuriant vegetation could hide outlaws and smugglers.96 Thus, the river and its
islands, the lakes and swamps next to the riverbanks, animal and human populations
represented a complex intertwined environment that was important in different ways to locals
and the national government. For the nation-state, establishing a firm borderline between the
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two countries was seen as an essential feature of the modern state. The border had to be
clearly marked on contemporary maps – a clearly delineated territory is one of the attributes
of the modern state. It was symbolic of the authority of the state, its sovereignty and its
control of human and natural resources.97 Riparian villagers were less interested in the
political establishment of borders and the restrictions imposed on these new settlements and
continued their economic activities. ‘Business as usual’ for them meant fishing in the Danube
without territorial restrictions – as they had done before the emergence of nation-states – and
grazing animals on the richly vegetated islands. The border guards of both countries took
drastic measures to impose their own nation-state rules every time the population of the
neighbouring country trespassed. In 1904 the Bulgarian government suggested to its
Romanian counterpart that they establish a bilateral commission to re-measure the thalweg
and settle the border question again. However, the fishing activities of the riparian populations
on both sides of the river, the practices of forest exploitation and animal grazing on the islands
continued to test the diplomatic relationship between the two countries.98
In addition to resolving the numerous clashes between the riparian population and the
military border guards, the two states also sought to avoid the intervention of other European
states in this matter.99 The two countries attempted to establish new economic treaties,
especially for settling the issue of fishing rights along the Danube. In 1907 the thalweg was
established by a joint commission of experts.100 In contrast with 1830 and 1878, when
Western European engineers were involved in tracing the thalweg, by 1907 the two young
states had developed the technical expertise to carry out such measurements themselves. In
1908 the treaty that established the border along the Danube between the states was signed – a
treaty that is still in use today.
Throughout modern history there are numerous examples of states that shared a river
as a common border. These states were well aware of the natural movements of the rivers and
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their islands and tried to prevent future disputes and conflicts by predicting these movements
and establishing rules for defining borders. Diplomats have codified the movement of the
rivers and taken account of this issue during geopolitical negotiations. For instance, the
Uruguay River, whose thalweg separates Argentina from Uruguay, had multiple islands. The
treaty signed by both countries on 19th November 1973 foresaw the movement of the islands
and stipulated that ‘should the Martin Garcia Island in future unite with another island, the
corresponding boundary shall be determined pursuant to the outline of the Martin Garcia
Island resulting from the application of Chart H-118 covered in article 41’.101 F. Schroeter
gives countless examples of international treaties between countries that share a river as a
common border and the negotiations that unfold due to the constant movement of rivers and
islands. 102
By taking account of the natural movements of rivers, states tacitly acknowledge that
rivers are political actors. As other authors have acknowledged, borders are not stable, but in
perpetual motion and subject to contestation and negotiation.103 Borders, at least when
established along a river, are not just moving but are a moving space continuously changing
shape, direction and meaning. Moreover, borders emerge in certain political and economic
conditions – the same border that was previously neglected by political actors. Danube
hydrodynamics made an essential thing: transformed an invisible space – invisible for the
riparian states – into a visible, contested and up to negotiation space. The Danube and its
islands were affected by the geopolitical situation, the emergence of the nation-states and their
need for firm national, impenetrable borders as a token of their sovereignty.104
Conclusion
This essay attempts to contribute to a theoretical discussion that has torn social sciences apart
for the last two decades: do nonhuman entities have agency or not? The answer, we suggest,
is not at all simple or straightforward. In this essay we have examined the hydrodynamics of
the Danube and the movement of its islands, and have demonstrated the importance of the
natural elements in establishing the border between Bulgaria and Romania around 1900. We
offer compelling evidence that the Danube and its islands represent not only the landscape
against which human history unfolds but are also influential participating actors. Rivers
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constantly move political borders, obliging humans to react to their movements. What we
have shown in this essay is that the river becomes an actor in certain historical contexts. The
whimsical character of the Danube plays an important role but only where a certain
conjunction of events occurs: the birth of nation-states and their need for firm borders, the
establishment of technical, international and national commissions, and the emergence of a
technical-political-diplomatic language – the thalweg as a separation principle for instance –
to satisfy the aspirations of the nation-state. The emergence of the modern state with its array
of economic, political and military characteristics transformed the river into a powerful
political actor. Thus a theory of nonhuman agency should take into account the history of
nonhuman becoming, its evolution and the external factors that contribute to the
transformation of nonhuman into an active actor. Nonhuman is not just an actor it becomes
one in certain circumstances.
Hydrodynamics are an invisible force that participates in human history. It is as
powerful and important as military force or the force of historical and diplomatic arguments.
While hydrodynamics are natural, the islands they create are not entirely natural and the river
is assisted in its actions by man-made objects such as shipwrecks, embankments or other manmade improvements. Human artefacts that end up in the river and the river’s hydrodynamics
interact up to a point, giving birth to new territories. These new territories are therefore both
natural and human artefacts.
These new hybrid spaces comprised of water, land, vegetation and animals, are par
excellence borders in motion. The shifting border along the Lower Danube highlights the
particular role played by the islands of the Danube in the history of political relations between
Southeast European states. A historical approach to borders would not be complete without
taking these hybrid spaces seriously, together with their complicated natural dynamics and
their volatile history. An environmental history of river islands may offer new theoretical
avenues in which hydrodynamics, limnology and history may enter into a fruitful
conversation.
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